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the organic approach to communication
natural language for the ESL classroom
carolyn ebel spectra school

this article is about self directed learning setting in order to feed one another the
in the language classroom and more group thus becomes a self sufficient and
specifically in the english as a second complete organ it is an outgrowth of
language classroom this article is about learning strategies of the SPECTRA school
mainstreaming english as a second language of design in flint hill VA a weekend
ESL students this article is about students school founded by a practicing architect who

becoming active participants in society this sought to contribute using his own
article is about the teacher relinquishing the profession towards bridging the gap between
role of fact giver and know it all and academia and the world of work chandler
instead becoming a coach sizer 1983 in 1983 at SPECTRA students of all ages
the classroom this article is about group utilize a handsonhands on approach to learning and
learning this article is about trusting communicating with the experience
students to come up with their own revolving around the planning and
responses and activities thisibis article is about constructing of a group building project the
fostering natural communication and student project becomes the purpose and the reason
talk in the language classroom to communicate

above all the article is about me and my creation of a project
experiences in using what is called the from nothing
organic approach to communication in by the student

the english as second language classroom
chandler 1984 the word organic implies whether applied directly to the ESL

classroom or to the training of teachers forgrowing multiplying by dividing as in a
cell and further dividing natural growth as such a classroom the same principle

applies students working together on ain natural conversation I1 am interested in
providing a natural conversation environ-
ment

grogroupup project which is originally conceived
of themselves the teacher hereinby not byin the classroom for the language
lies the motivation the creation ofstudent and this is about what has worked key to

for me the project from nothing by the students
with group agreement on not only the
project but on working together toward its

problem solving role completion to accomplish their goal
for student students create from nothing activities

which naturally require speaking reading
the organic approach also referred to as and writing the end product is not as

the total participation approach to ESL important as the process itself and the
because of its focus on intention on the part unpredictable natural communication which
of the participant emphasizes problem occurs along the way is the essence of the
solving roles for students in a group approach
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As an example during one weekend involved in communicating for a purpose to
course students both native speakers of accompishaccomplish what has become their goal
english and nonnativenon native decided to build a given this responsibility students begin

raft for an existing pond it took where they are not where someone else the

approximately one third of the weekend to teacher thinks they might be they also
arrive at a group decision to do the raft but recognize the contribution of each within the

in the process of deciding of discussing of group a concept which could carry over to
debating of agreeing of disagreeing the the greater society and their own active
communication was vibrant students knew participation or involvement in it dewey
they had to base their decision for choice of 1916 by not giving them answers by
project on what was at hand not only not giving them ideas for the project by not
existing expertise but building materials telling them how to accomplish it the
equipment etc that were on the premises teacher does give students space to gain

thus students quickly assessed their own and confidence in initiating and carrying through

each others skills As they found themselves and in their own ability to do so this is not
in need of additional skills students sought to say that the teachers role is diminished
out the teacher or other resources to obtain on the contrary all of his skillsskins knowledge

those skills in sharp contrast to the teacher and experience are utilized in providing a

attempting the nearly impossible task of very strict structure within which the student

assessing the needs of students creates

class materials teacher training application
what is at hand

A second example of this approach
that no outside materials are required in utilized in an ESL setting but this time in

the organic approach not even special teacher training occurred in a more
textbooks is an important factor for teachers traditional school setting a georgetown
as well as administrators communication is university graduate ESLEFL methods
what language learning is all about and in course which I1 taught in the summer of
this approach it begins with what is at hand 1984 participants decided as a group to
it is highly humanistic with students produce over the length of the course a
expressing their feelings about what is manual on current ESL methodology the
happening at the moment in a group was no more homogeneous than what
non-competitivenoncompetitive cooperative environment you find in your own classrooms there
it allows for the natural sharing of different were elementary high school adult
backgrounds and skillsskiffsskinns and with its focus on eructationeductation and university teachers from
the project decided upon and carried out by both here and abroad most had been or
all of the students it is effective for the were currently practicing teachers in
multilevelmulti level as well as the mainstream ESLEFL or bilingual education but one
classroom was an undergraduate and one taught at a

school for the deaf using sign language
language used to get four of the fifteen had nonnativenon native english

something done speaking origins one a korean had
difficulty being understood but possessed the

once students have accepted responsibility highest writing skills of the entire class
for project choice they become deeply although most were graduate students there
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was a tremendous range of writing skills and learning these behaviors themselves have
of background in ESL methods or materials communicative implications reading

writing speaking for the english as a
multilevelmulti level mainstreaminginstreamingMa second language classroom students wanting

to take increased responsibility for their own
with this varied background teacher learning willing and capable of learning

participants had an opportunity to experience from and with others participating in
for themselves a multilevelmulti level classroom as diagnosing prescribing and evaluating their
they worked together on a group project and own progress developing individual and
contributed to one anothers growth they group plans for achieving their goals being
were constantly communicating in a capable of reporting what they have learned
problem solving creative environment not in a variety of ways knowing when and how
only through agreement but also perhaps to ask for help or directions from others
even more meaningfully through disagree-
ment when they disagreed on a class policy
suggestion this opened the door for more
information for they were allowed to discuss the student creates
options and alternatives and they came up the teacher resists overplanningOverplanning
with an alternative syllabus to accomplish
their goal those who follow paulo freiresfredresFreires

philosophy will quickly recognize the role of
so far the most resistance to this the teacher in the organic approach to

humanistic group oriented approach has communication as one of learning along
come not from the younger student with students onen of providing not only
population or from the ESL adult the structure but the space to invent leamlearn
population but from teacher participants create and do the most exciting phenomena
who were accustomed to working alone for me in any of these experiences has been
individually andor who respond very the originality springing from the

positively to a highly teacher directed participants themselves in the beginning I1

classroom this particular population seems had difficulty departing from my traditional
to see the teacher as a fact giver or teacher role I1 even wanted to hand out a
information giver in contrast to a coach list of projects from which to choose
sizer 1984 the student directed classroom accustomed to over planning myself I1

that delladoradeliadelladeila dora and blanchard speak of in constantly had to refrain from assuming that
moving toward self directed learning role the temptation still exists but to a
ASCD 1979 appears to be the most much lesser degree to nurture my own

frustrating to them at least in the ego I1 sometimes let myself plan and plan
beginning and plan on paper the night before and then

throw away all the planning less I1 force my
own creativity on my students this very

self directed learning act without exception has been especially
nurturing to my own growth for I1 watch

delladoradeliadelladeila dora and blanchard 19794 speak with excitement the next day as students
of eleven classroom behaviors which can be create entirely differenctdifference solutions to their
observed in a student who is making problems than what I1 had provided would be
significant progress toward self directed right
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